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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Jaime Hayon

Passepartout JH12 LED
Ceiling/Wall Light by &Tradition

Brand New, boxed in original packaging.
6 x Bronzed Brass Available.
10 x Gold Available.

A part of the &Tradition Passepartout collection, the Passepartout
JH12 LED ceiling/wall Light is a versatile and stylish light that is
suitable for a wide variety of settings. Designer Jaime Hayon
teamed up with &Tradition to produce a collection of wall/ceiling
lights that are both functional and chic, a lamp that will flawlessly
light the room without being an imposition on the interior. Hayon
has more than achieved this with the Passepartout JH12
wall/ceiling light, as its wide diffused shade produces an effective
yet calm light and the smooth lines of the design make it
contemporary and sleek.

The JH12 ceiling/wall light is available in luxurious gold or
bronzed brass finish, giving you two choices for your space that
still won’t encroach on the interior design despite being eye-
catching. This wall/ceiling light also comes with a fitted LED light,
allowing for a steady, warm glow that is both energy saving and
long-lasting. Whether you want to line the walls of your corridor,
or create an intriguing light feature on your dining room wall, the
Passepartout JH12 wall/ceiling light is the perfect choice. Mix and
match with others from the collection to create a feature that is
inspiring and functional.

All Passepartout lights are now set up as dim-to-warm, meaning
that as you dim the light, the colour temperature is gradually
reduced to a warmer colour.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 11.5W, 2700K, 600 Lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable using trailing edge dimming.

Dimensions: Ø28cm
Height: 12.5cm
Base: Ø11cm
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